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Reelworld Announces Talent to Watch Nominations 
Reelworld nominates 4 exciting features to Telefilm’s Talent to Watch Program. 

 
 

Toronto - Reelworld Film Festival is proud to be an official partner of the Telefilm Talent to Watch Program.                   
Past graduates of the Reelworld E20 program were invited to submit to the prestigious program in early 2018.                  
Four applications were selected by a jury to move forward in the nomination process. Reelworld’s               
nominations will compete with submissions from across Canada to be one of 50 projects to receive $125,000                 
in funding from Telefilm’s Talent to Watch fund. 
 
Reelworld’s 2019 Telefilm Talent to Watch nominations are:  

1) “Grey Matter”, from Director/Screenwriter Kevin Saychareun & Producer Kathlyn Gardiner 
2) “One of Ours”, from Writer/Director Yasmine Mathurin & Producers Laura Perlmutter & Andrew             

Nicholas McCann Smith 
3) “Reckoning With the Wendigo”, from Director/Screenwriter Danielle DaSilva & Producer Evelyn           

Pakinewatik 
4) “Toronto the Good”, from Director/Screenwriter Andrew Moodie 

 
“Grey Matter” from Director/Screenwriter Kevin Saychareun & Producer Kathlyn Gardiner is an eight part              
anthology series divided into three acts that explores mental health issues and the human brain. Each episode                 
spotlights a new stigmatized mental illness, and features its own unique plot, setting, and characters. Act One:                 
Bugs, Glitches, & Flaws (episodes 1-2), focuses on what are called “the bugs, glitches, and flaws” of the human                   
brain; these are not diagnosed illnesses or diseases, but a mix of evolutionary leftovers of the human brain                  
and odd phenomena that happen when our wires get crossed. Act Two: The Limits (episodes 3-5) deals with                  
the human brain when it faces extreme external pressures; mental disorders and illnesses manifest in many                
different ways and in this act, we explore psychological trauma and other environmental stressors. Act Three:                
Mental Illnesses (episodes 6-8) feature the most complex mental illnesses to understand, due to preconceived               
notions and stereotypes about illnesses like depression and bipolar disorder. Thanks to the groundwork              
established in the first five episodes, the audience will have a new perception and framework to explore these                  
illnesses more truthfully. 
 
“One of Ours” from Writer/Director Yasmine Mathurin & Producers Laura Perlmutter & Andrew Nicholas              
McCann Smith is a documentary feature film centered on a boy named Josiah Wilson, born in Haiti and                  
adopted into a Canadian Heiltsuk Nation family. Following a highly publicized moment of discrimination at a                
national basketball tournament, the now 23-year-old is forced to reconnect with the weight of his identities.                

 



This is a coming-of-age documentary film about a boy shouldering the weight of his identity as Haitian-born                 
Heiltsuk adoptee, when he just wants to play basketball. 
 
“Reckoning With the Wendigo” from Director/Screenwriter Danielle DaSilva & Producer Evelyn Pakinewatik is             
a timely feature-length documentary that uncovers how colonialism and capitalism have affected the             
wellbeing of Indigenous communities in the isolated James Bay of northern Ontario (specifically Attawapiskat,              
Kashechewan, Moose Factory and Fort Albany), while painting a portrait of resilience. The documentary              
includes a diverse cast of James Bay community members who share their stories, including renowned writer,                
actor and chief Edmund Metatawabin. 
 
“Toronto the Good” from Director/Screenwriter Andrew Moodie is a Feature Film set in modern-day Toronto.               
Top Crown attorney Thomas Matthews, a victim of racial profiling himself, is assigned to prosecute the                
accused Elsie McGill, a white police officer, on charges of racial profiling. The incident culminates in a series of                   
events heightening tensions and personal politics bubble to the surface. Cutting deep into the lawyers' private                
lives, their families and foibles are richly portrayed as an integral part of Toronto's shifting mosaic. From an                  
ostensibly routine traffic stop, each character must come to terms with the city's racial politics and how they                  
have shaped their own beliefs and prejudices.  
 
Successful nominations will be announced by Telefilm in the spring of 2019. More information about the                
Telefilm Talent to Watch program is available on their website at www.telefilm.ca.  
 
About Talent to Watch: The Talent Fund-supported Talent to Watch Program (formerly Micro-Budget             
Production Program) finances emerging content creators who are recent alumni of a partner educational              
institution, active members of partner cooperatives or recent participants of partner film festival incubator              
initiative, or who have directed a short film that was selected at a recognized film festival. The program also                   
provides automatic funding to projects directed by an emerging director having previously directed a short               
film that has won a prize at a recognized film festival. 
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